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2022 can be summarized by some of the worst stock and bond returns of the last 50 years. The Federal
 Reserve and other central banks rapidly raised interest rates to combat high inflation made worse by 

lingering supply chain issues (and further exacerbated by the Ukraine War), and investors grappled with 
falling bond prices, stock valuations and the rising risk of an economic recession. The S&P 500 declined 
18.2%, the MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) declined 18.4% and the Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Index 
(AGG) declined 13%—one of the worst years for bond investors on record. Below we review 2022 and 
provide our outlook on 2023.
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2022 was difficult year for investors in either stocks or bonds. However as highlighted in the chart above, 
stocks and bonds provided solid long term returns over the past decade and we expect these assets to 
form the cornerstone of any long term portfolio.

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 12/31/2022.

Chart 1: Fixed income returns are the worst in over fifty years, and stocks had the 
worst returns since 2008
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Global stock markets entered ‘bear market’ territory (a greater than 20% decline) on two occasions this 
year. While many consumer, communications and technology companies performed well during the 
pandemic, growth stocks were hard hit in general in 2022. By contrast, energy stocks performed very well, 
buoyed by surging commodity prices.

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 12/31/2022.

Chart 2: The Federal Reserve has raised rates aggressively to combat high inflation 
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At Choate Investment Advisors, we lowered our equity allocations in late 2021. We were still overweight growth 
equities at the beginning of 2022, and we took additional steps to reduce risk over the course of the year:

 1. We generally removed exposure to high valuation growth companies.

 2. We trimmed our recommended international exposure and exited our small China position as   
  geopolitical risks escalated. 

 3. Most importantly, we adjusted our US large capitalization allocation in order to balance our growth  
  and value exposure. 

Still, our returns disappointed during the first 4 months of the year, before stabilizing on a relative basis 
for the remainder of 2022. In addition, where we had invested in actively managed equity funds, some 
of them underperformed in 2022, as the fund managers were slow to anticipate lower corporate and 
consumer spending.  

On the bond side, we have generally benefitted from our shorter-duration positioning, and so our results 
performed better than the benchmarks but this still reflects a negative return for most investors. The 
negative bond returns are particularly unsettling when combined with negative stock returns. The silver 
lining is that both money market and bond yields have risen significantly over the past year, and therefore, 
we expect income generation across our US fixed income allocation will be higher in 2023, which should 
help offset further bond price declines. 

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 12/31/2022.

Chart 3: Growth stocks led this year’s downturn while value sectors (led by energy) 
held up better
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Chart 4: Inverted yield curve indicates potential recession:

Source: FactSet. Data as of 12/31/2022.

At present, the yield curve is “inverted” with short term yields near 4.5% and the ten year yield at 3.7%. 
An inverted yield curve is very unusual, as investors normally demand a greater yield for lending money 
for a longer period. An inverted yield curve is seen as a harbinger of a recession because it indicates 
that investors may be expecting short term yields to fall as the central bank will reduce interest rates to 
support the economy. 

In response to the underperformance of equity funds, our initiatives include 1) continuing to probe the 
managers of these funds on a regular basis, 2) analyzing our asset allocations daily, and 3) adding talent and 
resources to our research team. ChoateIA added two new analysts and an experienced portfolio manager 
in 2022 and we look forward to introducing them to you in the New Year. In addition, we plan on further 
expanding the investment team in 2023. Lastly, we were also active in harvesting tax losses where appropriate.

Turning to 2023, The Federal Reserve continues to strike a balance between fighting inflation and avoiding 
a recession; bond market expectations are mostly positive. Investors anticipate only a ‘few’ more interest 
rate hikes as inflation is beginning to trend down. However, if we enter a recession, interest rates may begin 
to fall. In addition, bond yields are significantly higher entering 2023 than they were entering 2022 providing 
investors with more interest income which boosts expected bond returns.
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Company earnings per share (EPS) estimates for 2023 continue to decelerate (see Chart 6), suggesting 
that investors are concerned about the US economy slipping into a recession in 2023. The chart below 
tracks forecasts for 2023 EPS since February 2021. These forecasting estimates pertain to the S&P 500. 
The EPS estimates rose throughout 2021 and peaked at $250/share, and then the EPS estimates declined 
(8.5%) to $228/share since June 2022, putting pressure on stock prices. Even at $228/share, forecasting 
estimate still represents approximately 2-3% earnings growth from the actual earnings in 2022, and so we 
expect these estimates will move lower as revenues and margins continue to erode. If we were to have a 
recession, investors should expect further downward revisions, as earnings typically contract by at least 
10% in a typical recession.

Chart 5: S&P 500 12M forward Price-to-Earnings chart indicates “average” valuations:

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 12/31/2022.

Forecasting next year’s stock returns is dependent on the shape of inflation and the economy avoiding 
a recession. From a valuation perspective, we believe stocks are “neutral” based on forward price-to-
earnings ratio (P/E).
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Until earnings trends stabilize and begin to move higher, we believe it is hard to have conviction on higher 
stock prices. Therefore, we generally recommend owning fewer stocks and holding more bonds across 
client portfolios. We believe that many companies will reduce their earnings guidance for 2023 when they 
report Q4 2022 earnings in the coming weeks. This could provide more clarity to investors, which may 
provide an opportunity for us to add to stocks.

A looming fight over raising the debt ceiling is a risk both for investors and the economy. Interest expense 
equals 8% of total federal outlays, so if the government prioritizes interest payments and mandatory 
programs (Medicare and Social Security) over discretionary spending, there is less risk of a default 
on federal debt, and government bonds may rise in price as they did in 2011. However, a sharp cut in 
discretionary outlays will have a large impact on the economy, and any protracted political fight will hurt 
investor sentiment. It is certainly another reason to be cautious about the stock market, and we likely will 
return to this topic in our next quarterly update.

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of 12/31/2022.

Chart 6: 2023 earnings estimate tracker for S&P 500 Index
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Conclusion

In this volatile market, it is important to remain patient and adapt to shifting market conditions. We look 
forward to hearing from you, understanding your portfolio goals, and discussing your accounts and 
our outlook for this year. We want to help you navigate this nervous market and prepare for favorable 
conditions on the horizon.

Best regards,

The ChoateIA investment team



Choate Investment Advisors offers objective, independent, institutional-quality investment management 
tailored to the needs of each client.

Choate Investment Advisors offers comprehensive, integrated wealth management to high net worth 
individuals and families, providing a range of well-diversified investment strategies across the risk 
spectrum. Our open-architecture approach and substantial assets allow us to select from a wide array of 
asset classes and to work with the highest quality investment vehicles. As a subsidiary of Choate Hall & 
Stewart, our clients receive world-class estate tax planning and other family office services.

If you have any questions, please contact your Choate Investment Advisors team.

Lanny Thorndike | 617-248-4062 | lthorndike@choateia.com

Tamer M. Alamuddin, CFA | 617-248-4822 | talamuddin@choateia.com

Henry Dormitzer | 617-248-2123 | hdormitzer@choateia.com

Erin E. Kerr, CFA | 617-248-4716 | ekerr@choateia.com

Jake Kidder, CFA | 617-248-4038 | jkidder@choateia.com

Christine R. Wright, CFP® | 617-248-2125 | cwright@choateia.com

Harrison T. Odaniell, CFA | 617-248-4901 | hodaniell@choateia.com

Emanuel Vieira de Andrade | 617-248-5122 | eandrade@choateia.com

Dennis H. Maier | 617-248-4033 | dmaier@choateia.com

Louis R. Marchant | 617-248-5105 | lmarchant@choateia.com

Hideyoshi D. Watanabe | 617-248-2112 | hwatanabe@choateia.com

Max A. Sands | 617-248-5038 | msands@choateia.com

Brian Suitor | 617-248-2119 | bsuitor@choateia.com

Courtney L. King | 617-248-5258 | cking@choateia.com

Kara M. Hayhurst | 617-248-4070 | khayhurst@choateia.com

                   Follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for market updates.

For more information
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DISCLOSURES

This report is prepared by Choate Investment Advisors LLC 
(“ChoateIA”), a subsidiary of Choate, Hall & Stewart LLP. ChoateIA 
is registered as an investment advisor with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. Registration does not imply a certain 
level of skill or training. More information about the firm can be 
found in its Form ADV Part 2, which is available upon request by 
emailing info@choateia.com.

This presentation is for informational purposes and does 
not constitute investment advice. None of the information 
contained in this report constitutes, or is intended to constitute, 
a recommendation of any particular security, trading strategy or 
determination by ChoateIA that any security or trading strategy 
is suitable for any specific person. Investing involves the risk of 
loss of principal. To the extent any of the information contained 
herein may be deemed to be investment advice, such information 
is impersonal and not tailored to the investment needs of any 
specific person.

The opinions expressed are solely those of ChoateIA. The 
information contained in this report has been obtained and 
derived from publicly available sources believed to be reliable, but 
ChoateIA cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the 
information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The S&P 500 is the Standard & Poor’s Composite Index of 500 
stocks and is a widely recognized unmanaged index of common 
stock prices.

The Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index 
that covers the investment grade fixed rate bond market index 
components for government and corporate securities, mortgage 
pass-through securities, and asset-backed securities.




